Abstract. It is known that the product of two locally conformai Kaehler manifolds is not a locally conformai Kaehler manifold, ([1], P:46 ). In this paper we introduce an almost locally conformai Kaehler product manifold and show that the product of two locally conformai Kaehler manifolds is an almost locally conformai Kaehler manifold. Moreover, we investigate properties of curvature tensors of an almost locally conformai
Introduction
It is well known that the product of two Kaehler manifolds is a Kaehler manifold, [2] , P:429-430. However, this is not true for locally conformai Kaehler manifolds, i.e., the product of two locally conformai Kaehler manifolds is not a locally conformai Kaehler manifold. In this paper, we define notion of an almost locally conformai Kaehler product manifold and give an example. Also, we study properties of curvature tensor and Ricci tensor of an almost locally conformai Kaehler product manifold.
Let M be an n-dimensional manifold with a tensor of type (1, 1) such that where I denotes the identity transformation. Then we say that M is an almost product manifold with almost product structure F. We put (1) (2) P=\
(I + F), Q = |(/-F)
then we have (1. 3) P + Q = J, P 2 = P, Q 2 = Q, PQ = QP = 0 
for any vector fields X,Y on M,( [1] ,P:4) where V is the Levi-Civita connection of N, 6\ and UI are 1-forms, B\ = U^, here j) denotes the raising of indices with respect to h,i.e., h(X,ui^) = uj\(X). Moreover 9\ = OJ and A\ = -JB\. We note that B\ is called the Lee vector field.
Almost locally conformal Kaehler product manifolds
In this section we define and study almost locally conformal Kaehler product manifolds. First we will show that the product of two Hermitian manifolds is also a Hermitian manifold. Let us show this.Let {M\,g\) be a Hermitian manifold of complex dimension mi and (M2,32) be a Hermitian manifold complex dimension 7712-We denote by J\ and J2 almost complex structures of M\ and M2, respectively. We consider the product manifold M = M\ x M 2 . We set
for any vector fields X, Y on M, where P and Q denote the projection operators.We define F -P -Q, then it follows that F is an almost product structure: Moreover, we can easily see that
Consequently, M is a Hermitian manifold. Now, we are ready to define an almost locally Kaehler product manifold.
DEFINITION 1.
Let M be a product almost Hermitian manifold with product structure F and almost complex structure J. We will say that M is an almost locally conformal Kaehler product manifold if the following condition is satisfied: 
Then we have
2(VX J)Y = ^{6(Y)X -u(Y)JX -g(X, Y)A -g(X, JY)B} + 9(FY)FX -u(FY)JFX -g(FX, Y)A -g(X, JFY)B},
where B = Bm -Bn and A = Am -An. So M = M m x M n is an almost locally conformal Kaehler product manifold with A = REMARK 1. This theorem shows us to obtain example of an almost locally conformal Kaehler product manifold, it is enough to take two locally conformal Kaehler manifolds. For the examples of locally conformal Kaehler manifolds, see [1] , P:21-31. Now, we investigate curvature properties of almost locally conformal Kaehler product manifolds. From now on, we suppose that F is parallel with respect to V,i.e., VF = 0 and B -0. We start with some preparatory lemmas. Proof. Using (2.4) and taking into account that 0(B) = 6(FB) = 0, we obtain (2.5).
In similar way we have: 
Proof. Since V is a Levi-Civita connection, (2.8)follows from (Vxg)(B, Y) = 0. In similar way, using (2.4) and (Vxg)(B, JY) = 0, we derive (2.9). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M be an almost locally conformai Kaehler product manifold. Then we have (2.10) g(R(JZ, JW)X, Y) = g(R(X, Y)Z, W) + \{LX(X, Z)g{Y, JW) -Li(Y, Z)g(X, JW) -L2(X, Z)g(Y, W) + L2(Y, Z)g(X, W) + L3(X, Z)g(FY, JW) -L3(Y, Z)g(FX, JW) -LA(X, Z)g(FY, W) + L4(Y, Z)g(FX, W) + L2(X, W)g(Y, Z) -L2(Y, W)g(X, Z) -H(X, W)g(Y, JZ + L1(Y,W)g(X,JZ)} + A 2 {(UOF A 8oF)(X, W)g{Y, JZ) -(QoF A uoF)(W, Y)g(X, JZ) + \v\ 2 [g(X A Y)JW, JZ) -g(X A Y)Z, W)] -u(FB)[g(X A Y)Z, FW)\ + 2u(FZ)[6(X)g(Y, JFW] -0{Y)g{X, JFW + ùj(FY)g(X, W) -g(Y, l^)w(FI)}

/or vector fields X, Y, Z and W on M, where {X f\Y)Z is defined by (X A Y)Z = g(Y, Z)X -g(X, Z)Y and (uioF
Proof. We will show the first part of (2.11), the others can be obtained in similar way. Since 9 = LOOJ, we have
Since {ei},i € {1,. 
¿=1 ¿=1
Now using (2.11)-(2.13) and (2.7) we obtain Thus from (2.10), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) we get (2.17).
